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HOPF BIFURCATION OF TRAVELLING PULSES IN SOME 
BISTABLE REACTION-DIFFUSION SYSTEMS* 

TSUTOMU IKEDAt, HIDEO IKEDA*, AND MASAYASU MIMURA§ 

Abstract. The present paper is devoted to the study of the global structure of travelling 
pulse solutions of a bistable reaction-diffusion system with a sufficiently small parameter e > 0. The 
simplification of piecewise-linear nonlinearity enables us to reveal the global branch of travelling pulse 
solutions. Using the singular limit analysis as e 4- 0, the appearance of the Hopf bifurcation point 
on the branch is shown, from which propagating pulse solutions with oscillating layers (travelling 
breathers) arise numerically. 

1. Introduction. Reaction-diffusion systems have been utilized for describing 
various nonlinear phenomena and have contributed to theoretical understanding of the 
mechanism of spatio-temporal pattern formation in diverse fields of natural sciences, 
for instance, chemical reactions, population dynamics, morphogenesis and combus- 
tion. The present paper is devoted to the study of pulse-like patterns among others. 
Typical experimental examples are excitingly beautiful chemical waves such as tar- 
get and spiral waves arising in the Belouzov-Zhabotinsky reaction, which have been 
intensively studied from various points of view ([4], [15], [21] and [22] for instance). 
Such patterns come into view in two-dimensional media, however, their fundamental 
mechanism can be explained by the analysis of pulse solutions on the infinite line. It 
is already shown in some mathematical models that there are stable pulse solutions 
propagating on the infinite line with non-zero constant velocity (travelling pulses, [3], 
[8] and [14]) and stable motionless pulse solutions (standing pulses, [2], [3], [5] and 
[10]). Moreover, as numerical evidences, there are stable layer-oscillating pulse solu- 
tions (in-phase breathers, [13] and [19]) as the consequence of the Hopf bifurcation 
from standing pulses. Recently, as shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, stable layer-oscillating 
propagating pulse solutions called travelling breathers have been found in numerical 
simulations ([12]) for the following reaction-diffusion system: 

(1.1)       ut = uxx + f(u,v),    vt = Dvxx + g(u,v)     for x G (0,L) and t > 0 

subject to the periodic boundary condition on both the activator u(t, x) and inhibitor 
v(t,x). Here, L > 1 is fixed, D is a positive parameter and the nonlinearity {/,#} is 
given by 

f(u,v) = u(u — a)((3 — u) — v   and   g(u,v) = S(u — jv) 

with positive constants a, {3 (a < /?), 7 and S < 1. When {/,#} is far from the odd 
symmetry, no travelling breather can be observed for any D > 0 although travelling 
pulses, standing pulses and in-phase breathers come into view for suitable values of 
D (A nonlinearity {/, #} is said to be odd symmetric if there exists a point (uo,vo) 
such that f(uo,vo) = #(^o5^o) = 0, f(uo 4- u,vo + v) = -/(UQ - U,VQ - v) and 
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FIG. 1.1. Profiles of travelling breathers of (LI) 

g(uo + U^VQ + v) = -#(?/o —u,vo — v) for any (u,v) 6 R2). When {/,</} becomes 
close to the odd symmetry, on the other-hand, the following different behavior is 
observed. The system (1.1) has a stable travelling pulse for small D. As D increases, 
the travelling pulse loses its stability and gives place to a travelling breather. Figures 
1.1 and 1.2 exhibit respectively profiles and contour lines of u(t,x) calculated by the 
conventional implicit finite difference method for (1.1) with L = 400.0, a = 0.112635, 
P = 1.005256, 7 = 6.0, S = 0.002 and D = 3.51 (the spatial mesh size Ax = 0.5 and 
the time increment A£ = 0.1). 

FIG. 1.2.  Travelling breathers of (1.1) (excited regions are shaded) 

By analogy with the advent of in-phase breathers from standing pulses through the 
Hopf bifurcation, we reason that the Hopf bifurcation of travelling pulses brings about 
travelling breathers. Since travelling breathers may exist only when the nonlinearity 
is close to the odd symmetry, the present paper deals with bistable systems in the 
following form: 

(1.2)    erut = e2uxx + f(u, v),      Vt = vxx + g{u, v) for x G R and t > 0, 

where both parameters e and r are positive and e is assumed to be small. Since e 
expresses the width of the transition layer and r controls the relaxation-time ratio, 
they are called layer and relaxation parameters, respectively. We note that putting 
e = ^S/D, r = yf&D and replacing x and t respectively by tx and <ft, we can rewrite 
(1.1) as (1.2). The system (1.2) is assumed to have two stable spatially uniform 
equilibria (u_,i;_) and (u+,v+) as shown in Figure 1.3 {u- < UQ < w+). Precise 
assumptions on the nonlinearity {f,g} are stated in (1) of Appendix, and we here note 
only that the nullcline of / consists of three continuous curves u = h-(v), u — ho(v) 
and u = h+(v). For smooth initial data, the diffusion term e2uxx is negligible for 
some time interval, so that (1.2) is approximated by 

trut = f(u, v),      vt = vxx + g(u, v). 

Since / takes cubic nonlinearity and e is small, the line R is decomposed into two 
regions, say, u = h-(v) (rest state) in one region while u = h+(v) (excited state) in 
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the other. Thus, there appear several transition layers of the width of 0(e) in the 
profile of u(t,x). Since we are interested in travelling breathers shown in Figures 1.1 
and 1.2, we focus our attention on pulse solutions of (1.2) having exactly one localized 
excited region. 

We hope to clarify the appearance of stable travelling breathers from travelling 
pulses through the Hopf bifurcation, and in the present paper 
• we reveal the global branch of travelling and standing pulses of (1.2) with small 
e > 0 and the piecewise-linear nonlinearity (1.3), 
• we show the existence of the Hopf bifurcation point on the branch of travelling 
pulses of the singular limit system (1.4) derived from (1.2) in the limit of e I 0, and 
• we confirm numerically the appearance of stable travelling breathers of (1.2) with 
small e > 0 from a critical point corresponding to the above Hopf bifurcation point. 

Generally speaking, the system (1.2) prefers steady states and has stable motion- 
less solutions if r is very large (i.e. r = 0(l/e)) while (1.2) has stable propagating 
wave solutions if r is very small (i.e. r = 0(e)) as was pointed out by Nishiura [18]. 
Actually, it is proved that (1.2) has a standing pulse which is stable for large r. Fur- 
thermore, it has been shown ([8], [9] and [14]) that when {/,#} is slightly perturbed 
from the odd symmetry, (1.2) has a pair of stable travelling pulses with velocity ±s 
and an unstable standing pulse for small r. This information suggests that the travel- 
ling pulses bifurcate from the standing pulse as shown in Figure 1.4. When we assign 
each pulse its stability symbol {ao^i,^,^}, ai = 0, - or -h, that means the signs 
of real parts of four critical eigenvalues of the linearized problem around the pulse, 
we know that the standing pulse has no unstable eigenvalues for large r while it has 
three unstable ones for small r. This change indicates that high degeneracy occurs 
around the singular point on the branch of standing pulses. 

(Ml'Vmm) 

FIG. 1.3. Bistable nonlinearity 

In the companion volume [10], it is found that the stable standing pulse is destabi- 
lized through both the Hopf and static bifurcations as r decreases. Thus, the stability 
dependence of standing pulse on r is clarified. That is, the stable standing pulse loses 
its stability via both the Hopf bifurcation at Pfj and the static bifurcations at Plt(ltic 

as r decreases and therefore it has three unstable eigenvalues for small r (Figure 1.5). 
The bifurcation picture of pulse solutions could be simply explained if the static 

bifurcation from the standing pulse could occur primarily and super-critically before 
the Hopf bifurcation occurs as r decreases. That is, a travelling pulse resulting from 
the static bifurcation could keep its stability for any small r. However, this assumption 
is not true. The order that the Hopf and static bifurcation points appear depends on 
the nonlinearity {/,#} ([10], [12] and [13]). 
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A velocity s 

{o,-,-,-} 

FIG. 1.4.  Velocity s of travelling pulses 

We here consider the forthcoming piecewise-linear nonlinearity (1.3) with 0 < 
d <C 1, which is close to the odd symmetry. Then, the stable standing pulse has lost 
its stability at P^ first and no stable solution can arise from Pstatic. It is also proved 
that the travelling pulse is stable for small r. Hence, if the branches of travelling 
pulses and standing pulses are connected at Pstatic ^e bifurcation theory suggests 
that the branch of travelling pulses contains the Hopf bifurcation point PH0pf, and 
moreover, a travelling breather may bifurcate stably at Pjjopf if the stable travelling 
pulse is first destabilized at PHopf as r increases. In the present paper, combining 
analytical and numerical methods, we show that a travelling breather appears along 
the above story. 

It may be possible to give a formal scheme like (2.8) in Section 2 that determines 
the branch of travelling pulses for a class of general nonlinearities. However, the 
construction of the branch is not easy and the stability analysis along the branch is 
much more difficult. Actually, the existence of stable travelling pulses is assured only 
when the nonlinearity is very close to the odd symmetry ([8] and [9]), and the order of 
the Hopf and static bifurcation points is known for some special nonlinearities alone 
([io]). 

With a view to discussing the existence and stability of travelling pulses in detail 
and getting a global bifurcation picture of pulse solutions, we adopt the following 
McKean type nonlinearity [16] as a prototype in the present paper: 

(1.3) /(«,«) = 
—u — 1 — v/p   if u < 0 

g(u, v] d) = u -f d — (1 — l/p)v, 
—u + 1 — v/p   if u > 0 

where p > 2 is a constant. The relative attraction of two stable equilibria 

(u-1v.) = (-P + d~1,d-l)   and   (u+,v+) = (P~d~1,d+l) 

is controlled by d G (1 - p,p — 1). If d = 0, the nonlinearity becomes odd symmetric 
and two equilibria have the same attraction. If d > 0, then (u-,v-) is more attractive 
and (1.2) has standing and travelling pulse solutions with localized excited region. We 
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suitably fix p > 2 and adopt d e [0,p - 1) as a parameter since we deal with the case 
where the excited region is localized. 

Here, let us indicate intuitively how we obtain the singular limit system (1.4) 
below from the reaction-diffusion system (1.2). We deal with pulse solutions of (1.2) 
having two transition layers such that the excited state is localized between the layers. 
Since u £ h-(v) in the rest region and u £* h+(y) in the excited region, the second 
equation of (1.2) is approximated by 

vt = vxx + G-{v)   in the rest region,      vt=vxx+G+(v)   in the excited region 

when e is small, where G-{v) = g(h-(v),v) and G+(v) = g(h+(v),v). Let x = ^(U) 
be the center of the right internal layer at time U and put v* = v(U^%(U)). When 
e is small, the first equation of (1.2) is approximated by erut = e2uxx + /(u, v*) in a 
neighborhood of (£*,^_(**)), which is rewritten as 

Us = Uyy + f(u,v+) 

by the introduction of stretched variables y = (x - ^%(U))/e and s = t/er, where 
u(s,y) = u(eTS,ey + i>€

+(U)). If v* G (<w,<w), the above scalar reaction-diffusion 
equation subject to 

lim u(s,y) = h+(v*)   and    lim u(s,y) = /i-(v*) 
yl-oo J/too 

has a travelling wave solution with velocity c(v*) depending on v*. Thus, when e is 
small, the velocity of right internal layer at time U is approximated by c(y(U,il)%(t*))/T 
and the velocity of left internal layer is also approximated by -c(v(£*,T/>L(£*))/r> 
where </>!(£*) denotes the center of left layer. We will first study pulses in the limit of 
e I 0 where transition layers can be regarded as interfaces, and then extend results to 
the system (1.2) with small e > 0. Let x = </>-(*) and x = tl>+(t) be two interfaces and 
assume that the excited state is localized in (V>-W.^M*))- The singular perturbation 
method gives the following description of the dynamics of interfaces called the singular 

limit system: 

T
d^ = -c{v(t^-m 
At 

(1.4) T^ = c(i;(i,^(i))) 

Vt = vxx + G-(y) for x £ [^-(t),^+(*)], 
Vt = Vxx + G+(t;) for x e (^-(t),^+(*)). 

The problem (1.2) (resp. (1.4)) with (1.3) is denoted by (RD) (resp. (SL)) hereafter. 
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we derive a necessary and 

sufficient condition for the existence of a travelling pulse of the singular limit system 
(1.4) with general nonlinearities satisfying (A1)~(A4) stated in Appendix. In Sections 
3-5, we fully study pulse solutions by adopting the piecewise linear nonlinearity (1.3). 
Section 3 reviews briefly the existence and stability of travelling front/back waves and 
standing pulses of (RD) and (SL) after discussing the range of parameters p and d 
included in (1.3). Section 4 constructs travelling pulses of (SL). We show the unique 
existence of the branch of travelling pulses, the connection by the branch between the 
bifurcation point from travelling front/back waves and the static bifurcation point 
from standing pulses, the direction of static bifurcation and so on. Section 5 investi- 
gates the behavior of four critical eigenvalues of the formal linearized problem of (SL) 

>   fort>0,   v{t,') eC^R), 
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around travelling pulses along the branch. All propositions in Sections 4 and 5 are 
proved in Appendix. Even for (1.3), however, rigorous treatments are not sufficient 
for deriving more detailed information such as the numbers of turning points and the 
Hopf bifurcation points on the branch of travelling pulses. Since (1.3) is piecewise 
linear, the branch is determined by a transcendental equation and the critical eigen- 
values are solutions of another transcendental equation. One of reasonable approaches 
is to numerically solve these equations with high accuracy. Section 6 shows the global 
bifurcation picture of pulse solutions of (SL) obtained by combining the theoretical 
and numerical results. Several remarks and future problems are mentioned in Section 
7. 

Our assertion consists of two parts: one is about the global branch of travelling 
pulses of (RD) and the other is about the appearance of the Hopf bifurcation from 
the branch of travelling pulses of (SL). The following theorems on the existence of 
branches of travelling pulses are obtained by extending Propositions 1, 2, 4, 5 and 8 
for the singular limit system (SL) to the reaction-diffusion system (RD) with small e. 
The proof of the theorem is omitted since it is similar to those of Theorems 2.7, 3.10, 
3.17 and 3.18 in [10] clarifying the existence and stability of standing pulses of (RD) 
with small e based on the theory in Henry [6]. 

THEOREM 1.1. Fix d G (0,1). There exists eo > 0 such that the following holds 
fore < eo. 
(1) Let Tjj{d) and Tltatic{d) be respectively the Hopf and static bifurcation points of the 
standing pulse of (RD). Then T^-(d) > Tgtatic(d) ifd is near 0, while Tgtatic(d) > Tfj{d) 
if d is near 1. 
(2) There exists a unique smooth function r^(s) on (0,oo) such that (RD) has a 
travelling pulse with the velocity s for almost all s > 0 if r = TJ(S). The travelling 
pulse is unique up to phase shifts and it is stable when s is large. Moreover, T^(S) 

tends to Tgtatic(d) as s I 0 while limstoo Td(s) — 0- 
(3) The second derivative ofT^(s) is negative around s = 0ifd<de

c while it is positive 
there if d > de

c, where de
c is a constant depending on e. D 

The first statement (1) of the above theorem is already shown in [10] while (2) 
and (3) are new results and very important to draw the global structure of travelling 
pulses: (2) is about the global branch of travelling pulses which is bifurcated from 
(Tstatic(Q)ify and (3) is about the direction of the bifurcation. 

We have studied the branch of travelling pulses also by fixing r and adopting d as 
a bifurcation parameter. The existence of stable travelling pulses has been shown only 
for d ~ 0 in [8] and [9], so that the global bifurcation diagram of pulse solutions in the 
(d, s)-plane is first given in Theorem 1.2 below. The existence and stability of standing 
pulses are given in the first statement (1), where the destabilization of standing pulses 
is described in a complicated form since the inverse function of r# {d) is multi-valued 
as revealed in Figure 3.1. The second statement (2) clarifies the connection by the 
branch of travelling pulses between the static bifurcation point (de

static (r), 0) from 
standing pulses on the d—axis and the bifurcation point (S£(T),0) from travelling 
front/back waves on the s—axis. The third one (3) is about the direction of the static 
bifurcation. (For the bifurcation point from travelling front/back waves, see Fig. 11 
of [8], Fig. 4 of [9] or Fig. 4.2 of [14].) 

THEOREM 1.2. Fix r < 1/p. There exists 6Q > 0 such that the following holds 
fore < eo. 
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FIG. 1.5. G/ofco/ bifurcation pictures of standing and travelling pulses of (RD) (d: fixed) 

rr^ 

FIG. 1.6. Global bifurcation pictures of standing and travelling pulses of (RD) (r: fixed) 

(1) (RD) has a standing pulse for each d G (0,1), which is unique up to phase shifts. 
It is stable for large d, and is destabilized through the Hopf and static bifurcations as 
d decreases. Let de

H(r) be the first Hopf bifurcation point and d€
static(T) be tte static 

bifurcation point. Then d^(r) > de
static{T) if r is near 1/p while de

static(T) > de
H(r) if 

r is near 0. 
(2) There exists a unique smooth function de

T(s) on (0,S
€
*(T)) such that (RD) has a 

travelling pulse with the velocity s for almost all s G (0,sj(r)) if d = de
T(s), where 

sl(T) = (2/r)(l-p2r^2(p2-l)-l/2+o(l)  as e I 0. 

The travelling pulse is unique up to phase shifts and it is stable when s is near sj(r). 
Moreover, d*T{s) tends to de

static(T) as s | 0 while (d*T{s),s) tends to the bifurcation 
point (0,st(r)) frorn travelling front/back waves as s t SI(T). 
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(3) The second derivative of d€
T{s) is negative around s = 0 if r > T* = Tgtatic(d

e
c) 

while it is positive there if r < T* . D 

The assertions in the above two theorems are derived from the results for (SL) by 
applying the singular perturbation technique with respect to e > 0. Hence, it holds 
that 

lim T€
H (d) = TH (d),   lim Te

static (d) = Tstatic (d), 

lim d6
H (r) = dH (r),   lim dltaUc (r) = d^tic (T) , 

limr^a) = Td(s(s2 +4)-1/2),     lim^(«) = dT(S(S
2 +4)-1/2), 

lims^r) = 25,(T)(1 - 5,(r)2)-1/2,   limdj = dc and  limrc
e = rc, 

where Ttf (d), rstatic(d), Td(S), dT(S), S*(T), dc and rc are given in Propositions 2 ~ 
5 , and dnir) (resp. dstatic(T)) is the inverse function of rnid) (resp. rstatic(d)) as 
explained in Section 6. The branch of travelling pulses of (SL) contains some turning 
points, and we need the phrase '/or almost all 5' in the second assertion of Theorems 
1.1 and 1.2 since we cannot extend the results for (SL) to the reaction-diffusion system 
(RD) with € > 0 at such turning points. 

The static bifurcation point Pstatic(d) = (Tstatic(d), 0) of standing pulses of (SL) is 
given by the explicit formula (3.6). For (SL), solving the corresponding transcendental 
equations by the bisection method, we can calculate with very high accuracy the Hopf 
bifurcation point Pnid) = (T#(d),0) of the standing pulse, the branch {(^(5), s)} of 
travelling pulses, critical real eigenvalues of the formal linearized problem around trav- 
elling pulses along the branch and turning points on the branch. Solving a system of 
transcendental equations by Newton's method, we can also calculate critical complex 
eigenvalues and the Hopf bifurcation point on the branch with high accuracy. For 
instance, Figure 3.1 shows the graphs of TH-(d) and Tstatic(d) with p = 2, and Fig- 
ure 6.2 displays the positions of the Hopf bifurcation point and turning point on the 
branch of travelling pulses. Combining these results obtained by mathematical analy- 
sis (Theorems 1.1 and 1.2) and numerical calculations (Conjectures 1 ~ 5), we arrive 
at the conjecture as shown in Figure 1.5. We here explain the bifurcation pictures (1) 
~ (4) in Figure 1.5. 

Fix a sufficiently small e > 0. For each fixed d € (0,1) (RD) has a unique branch 
{(7^(5),s);s > 0} of travelling pulses in the (r,s)-plane, and there exist constants 
dhopf and d€

double such that the bifurcation picture of standing and travelling pulses 
becomes as follows. 
(1) Fix d G (0,dc). Then Te

H{d) > Te
static(d). A travelling pulse bifurcates super- 

critically from PltatiC(d) — (T^atic(d),0), and it recovers the stability at the Hopf 
bifurcation point Pnopfid) on the branch of travelling pulses. The branch has no 
turning point, and lim^o^o^lrop/^) = (^/P^)- 

(2) Fix d e (d6
c)d

e
Hopf). Then rj^d) > Te

static(d) also. A travelling pulse bifurcates 
sub-critically from Pstatic(d), and it recovers the stability first at a turning point 
Pt

€
urn(d) and then at P£op/(d). The point Pt

e
urn(d) tends to P*tatiM) ** * I ^c- 

(3) Fix d e {de
Hopf,d

e
douhle). Then the bifurcation picture is similar to the case 

(2) except the order between Ptumid) and -Pjy0J,/(d). The point PHopf(d) tends to 

Pstatic\ddouble) = ^H(^double) as " I "dcm&Ze- 
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(4) Fix d G (de
double,l). Then r^c(d) > Te

H(d). A travelling pulse bifurcates sub- 
critically from Pstatic(d)i an(i ^ recovers the stability at Pt 

Hopf bifurcation point, and lim^i P/urn(d) = (0, oo) 
turn (d). The branch has no 

FIG. 1.7.  Travelling pulses (excited regions are shaded, d — 0.0160,) 

FIG. 1.8. Travelling breathers (excited regions are shaded, d = 0.0170J 

The transition process of bifurcation pictures becomes clear if we draw pictures 
in the (d, s)-plane by fixing r > 0 and adopting d as a bifurcation parameter. The 
Hopf and static bifurcation points of standing pulses of (RD) are denoted respectively 
by Qe

H(T) = (dH^)^) and Qe
static(T) = (djtfl«c(r),0) in Figure 1.6. The transition 

process is explained in Section 7. 
The appearance of stable travelling breathers from travelling pulses via the Hopf 

bifurcation is numerically shown for the problem (RD) on a finite interval subject 
to the periodic boundary condition. Figures 1.7 and 1.8 represent the contour lines 
of numerical solutions u(t,x) of the problem (RD) with p = 2.0, r = 0.46 and the 
length L = 25.0 of the finite interval. In numerical computations, the spatial mesh 
size Ax = 0.05 and the time increment A£ = 0.005 are fixed, and d is adopted as 
a bifurcation parameter. The travelling pulse arising from the bifurcation point of 
travelling front/back waves (Fig. 11 of [8], Fig. 4 of [9] or Fig. 4.2 of [14]) keeps its 
stability for small d as shown in Figure 1.7. At a critical value between d = 0.0160 and 
0.0167 the travelling pulse loses its stability, and a stable travelling breather comes 
into view when d is slightly greater than the critical value as shown in Figure 1.8. 

2. A scheme for finding travelling pulses. Let {v(z),m',s} be a travelling 
pulse of (1.4) with the width 2m > 0 of excited region and the velocity s, where 
z = x — stis the moving coordinate. Then, through a suitable phase shift {v(z),m; s} 
satisfies the following equations: 

(2.1) 

TS = -c(v(—m)),    TS = c(v(m)),    v G C1(R), 

v" + sv' + G_(v) =0for z £[-ra,ra], 

v" + sv' + G+ (v) = 0 for z G (-m, m) 
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subject to the boundary condition lim^00v(z) = V-. We may assume s > 0 since 
if {v(z),m]s} is a travelling pulse of (1.4) so is {v(-z),m; -s}. Put w = v'. Then, 
(v(z),w(z)) satisfies 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

lim (v(z),w(z)) = (v_,0), 
\z\too 

v1 = w,  w1 = —sw — G-(v)   for z g [—m,m], 

v* = w,   w' = —sw — G+(v)   for z € (—m,m). 

The system (2.3) has a unique equilibrium point (i>-,0). Since GJ < 0 and s > 0, 
the saddle point (v_, 0) has an unstable manifold U_ and a stable manifold S_ lying 
in the half plane {(v^w)-^ > V-}. They are expressed as 

U_ = {(v,w);v > v-,w = U-(v;s)}   and   S_ = {(v,w);v > V-,w = S_(?;;s)}, 

respectively, by using smooth functions U-(v;s) and S-fa^s). Similarly, (v+,0) is a 
unique equilibrium point of (2.4), and (v+, 0) has a stable manifold S+ and an unstable 
manifold U+ lying in the half plane {(v,w);v < v+}. We denote the unique cross 
point of U_ and S+ by (v+,w+) and that of S_ and U+ by (v-,w-), respectively. 
Solution orbits F+ of (2.4) crossing the v-axis in the part of v < v+ are expressed as 

FIG. 2.1. U_, S_, U+, S+; F+ and others 

F+(v,w;s) = constant 

by the use of a smooth function F+(v,w',s). See Figure 2.1, in which U_, S_, U+, 
S+, F+ and others are depicted for the case of the nonlinearity (1.3). 

We put (v-m,w-rn) = (v(—m),iy(-m)) and (vm,wm) = (v(m),w(m)).   Since 
c(v) is strictly monotone decreasing, the first two equations in (2.1) are rewritten as 

(2.5) v-m = c"1(-r5) and  vm = c"1^) 

by the use of the inverse function c~l of c. It follows from (2.2) ~ (2.4) that 

(2.6) w-m = U-(v-m;s),   v- < v-m < v+,      wm = S-(vm;s),    V- <vm <V-, 

(2.7) F+{V-rn^-m\s) = F+(Vm,Wm] s). 
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Substituting (2.5) and (2.6) into (2.7), we obtain 

F+(C-\-TS),U-(C-
1
(-TS);S);S)=F+(C-

1
(TS),S-(C-

1
(TS);S);S) 

V- < c~1(-rs) < {;+,    V- < C'-^TS) < {;_. 

Thus, the problem of finding a travelling pulse of (1.4) is reduced to the problem of 
finding a solution {5 > 0,r > 0} of (2.8). 

3. Travelling front and back waves and standing pulses. Hereafter, we 
discuss the behavior of pulse solutions by adopting the piecewise-linear nonlinearity 
(1.3) as a prototype. The system (RD) becomes bistable when p > 1 and \d\ < p — 1 
in (1.3). If p > 2, the bistable condition |d| < p- 1 is satisfied by all travelling pulses 
of (SL) constructed by fixing r and adopting d as a parameter in Section 4 and they 
can be extended to travelling pulses of (RD) with small e > 0. If 1 < p < 2, on 
the other hand, some travelling pulses of (SL) given in Section 4 violate the bistable 
condition (Proposition 4). This is the reason why we restrict p > 2 in (1.3). We may 
assume d > 0 without loss of generality since the relations 

/(-u, -v) = -f{uy v)   and   g{-u, -v; -d) = -#(u, v; d) 

imply that if (ti(t,x),t;(t, x)) is a solution of (RD) with d = d* then so is 
(-u{t,x),-v(t,x)) of (RD) with d = -d*. 

We briefly review the existence and stability of travelling front/back waves and 
standing pulses of the reaction-diffusion system (RD). All the propositions in this sec- 
tion can be extended to the reaction-diffusion systems (RD) with small e > 0 although 
they are stated for the singular limit system (SL) for the brevity and the clearness. 
Travelling wave solutions (u(t,x),v(t,x)) of (1.2) having exactly one transition layer 
are named travelling front waves and travelling back waves in [8]. A travelling front 
wave and a travelling back wave satisfy 

lim  (t£(t,#),?;(£,£)) = (11=^=)   and      lim  (u(t,x),v(t,x)) = (u±,v±), 
x-y±oo a;->±oo 

respectively. Clearly a travelling front wave with velocity s becomes a travelling back 
wave with velocity — s through the coordinate transformation x -> — x. The stability 
of travelling front and back waves has been studied in [7], [11] and [20] for instance. 
Let us here apply the results to (SL). We fix r > 0, and define 

(3.1)   vr(5)=pr5(r252 + l-52)-1/2and   d/(S;r) = 5 - i;T(S) for 5 G (-1,1). 

The smooth odd function d/(S';r) satisfies 

df(Q;T) = 0,   lims_>±1 d/(5;r) = ±(1 -p), 

d/(5; r) < 0 on (0,1)   when r > 1/p, 

d/(5;r) > 0 on (0,5*(r)) and d/(5;r) < 0 on (S*(T), 1)   when r < 1/p, 

where 5*(r) = {(1 -p2r2)/(l - r2)}1/2. By applying the discussion in [7] and [11], it 
is shown that for each 5 G (—1,1), (SL) has a travelling front wave with the velocity 
5 = 25(1 — S2)~1/2 being unique up to phase shifts if and only if d = d/(5;r) and 
the wave is stable if df'(S] r) < 0 while it is unstable if d/(5; r) > 0. 

For any r > 0 travelling front and back waves with the same velocity 0 coexist 
at d = 0. Similarly, when r < 1/p, stable travelling front and back waves with the 
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same velocity 5*(r) also coexist at d = 0. The bifurcation of travelling pulses from 
these coexisting travelling front and back waves has been already proved (Fig. 11 of 
[8], Fig. 4 of [9] or Fig. 4.2 of [14]). We note that travelling pulses constructed in 
the present paper are bifurcated from these travelling front and back waves ((3.2) in 
Proposition 1 and (4.9) in Proposition 4). 

PROPOSITION 1. (1) Fix r < 1/p. There exist a positive number 5(r) < 5*(T) 

and a smooth function dp(S;r) such that for each S G (S*(r)— 6(T),S*(T)) (SL) has a 
stable travelling pulse with the velocity s = 25(1 — 52)~1/2 if and only ifd= dp(S; r). 
Moreover, 

(3.2)   lim   dp(S; r) = 0   and   Jim   dp'(S;r) =    lim   df'(S;r) = 1 - (pr)"2. 

(2) Let r ^ 1/p. Then, (SL) has a standing pulse for small d. Moreover, the standing 
pulse is stable if r > 1/p while it has three unstable eigenvalues if r < 1/p. U 

H. Ikeda and T. Ikeda [10] have dealt with standing pulses of (1.2), and have 
shown that there exist two types of destabilization of standing pulses as r decreases. 
One is the static bifurcation and the other is the Hopf bifurcation. Since the order of 
these two bifurcation points is apparently crucial for the pattern selection problem, 
they have also studied which type of bifurcation occurs first as r decreases by using 
the nonlinearity (1.3) with p = 3/2. Their results can be applied to (SL), which are 
summarized as 

PROPOSITION 2. (1) For d > 1 (SL) has no standing pulse. For each fixed 
d E (0,1) (SL) has a standing pulse, which is unique up to phase shifts. The width 
of its excited region is given by — \ogd, which tends to oo and 0 as d | 0 and d t 1, 
respectively. 
(2) There exist rstatic(d) > 0 and 77/(d) > 0 such that the standing pulse is stable 
for r > max{rstatic(d), TH(d)}, and it is destabilized through the static bifurcation at 
r = rstatic (d) and through the Hopf bifurcation at r = TH (d) as r decreases. 
(3) The smooth functions Tstatic(d) andrnid) satisfy 

\imTstatic(d) = limTtf(d) = 1/p,    rstatic'{d) < 0 for any d G (0,1),    limTi^d) > 0, 

Tstatic(d) = 0((1 — d)2)    and   r/y(cf) = (9((1 — <i)3)    around d = 1, 

and hence 

(3.3)Tiy(d) > Tstatic(d) around d = 0   while   rstatic{d) > TH(d) around d=l.   U 

Each standing pulse of (SL) is symmetric with respect to the center of excited 
region. It is shown in [10] that the eigenvalue problems with an eigenvalue A around 
the standing pulse for the asymmetric and symmetric perturbations are expressed 
respectively by 

(3.4) pT\/2-l + d+(l-e-27nK)/K = 0   and 

(3.5) PTX/2 - 1 + d + (1 + e-2mK)/K = 0, 

where K = (1 +A)1/2, Re K, > 0, and 2m = - log d denotes the width of excited region. 
The equation (3.4) has two real solutions. One is the eigenvalue AQ = 0 corresponding 
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to the translation of the standing pulse. (We often call this O-eigenvalue the trivial 0- 
eigenvalue in the present paper.) The other eigenvalue Ai changes its sign depending 
on d and r. The static bifurcation point Tstatic{d) is determined so that Ai = 0 and 
it is explicitly expressed as 

(3.6) pTstatic(d) - 1 + d - dlogd = 0. 

>    d        1.0 

FIG. 3.1. The Hopf and static bifurcation points of standing pulses of (SL) 

The equation (3.5) also has two solutions A2 and A3. Both A2 and A3 are negative 
real numbers for large r, however, they become a complex-conjugate-pair as r de- 
creases and cause the Hopf bifurcation at r = rnid). The critical value T# (d) can 
be calculated by using the method (8) of Appendix, and Figure 3.1 shows the graphs 
of r = TH(d) and r = Tstatic(d) with p = 2. Thus, a standing pulse has four crit- 
ical eigenvalues AQ, AI, A2, and A3. The stability symbol of the standing pulse is 
{0, +, +, +} for sufficiently small d, and it changes from {0, +, +, +} to {0, +, +, -} 
and {0,—,—,—} in the order as d increases if Tstatic(d) < Tiy(d) while the order is 
replaced by {0,+,+,+}, {0,+,-,-} and {0, -,-,-} if rH{d) <Tstatic(d). 

Although the bifurcation structure of standing pulses will be studied later in 
Section 6 for the case where r is fixed, we get the following partial results at the 
present point: 
• Let r > Tpeak = maxd€(05l) rnid). The standing pulse is stable for any d G (0,1). 
• Let r E (l/p,Tpeak). The stable standing pulse for sufficiently small d loses and 
recovers its stability through the Hopf bifurcation as d increases. 
• Let r < 1/p. The unstable standing pulse with stability symbol {0,+,+,+} for 
sufficiently small d recovers its stability through exactly one time static bifurcation as 
d increases. It also recovers, loses and recovers the stability via the Hopf bifurcation 
as d increases. Finally it becomes stable for large d. 

4. Velocity of travelling pulses. This section is devoted to the study of the 
existence of travelling pulses of (SL). The functions c(v), G-(v) and G+(v) in (SL) 
are given by 

(4.1) c(t;) = c(v;p) = -2v{p2 - v2)"1/2, 

(4.2) G-(v)=G-(v;d)=:-v + d-l and G+(v) = G+(y\d) = -v + d+ 1. 
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The saddle points of (2.3) and (2.4) are given by (i;_,0) = (d - 1,0) and (v+,0) = 
(d + 1,0), respectively. We deal with travelling pulses having a localized excited 
region (d > 0) and a positive velocity (s > 0). Instead of the velocity s > 0, a more 
convenient notation 

(4-3) 5 = S(S
2+4)-1/2e(o;i) 

will be utilized hereafter. Then, (2.5) is replaced by 

(4-4) v-m = -vm = Vr(S) 

and U-, S- and F+ in (2.6) ~ (2.8) are expressed as 

(4 5) U-(v;S) = n+{S)(v-d+l),      S-(v;S) = /i-(5)(i; - d+ 1), 

F+(v,w;S) = {n-(S)(v - d- 1) - wj^iw - n+(S)(v -d- l)}1"5, 

where 

fi+(S) = (1 - 5)(1 - S2)-1'2 > 0   and   ^-(5) =-(1+ 5)(1 - 52)-1/2 < 0 

are solutions of the characteristic equation x2+sa;-l = 0 of (2.3) and (2.4). Moreover, 
v+ and v- in (2.8) are given by v+ = d + S and V- = d-S, respectively (Figure 2.1).' 
Now, our problem of finding a travelling pulse of (SL) is to 

Find d > 0, r > 0 and 0 < 5 < 1 such that 

(4.6)F(S,d,Vr(S)) = (l + S)log
d + S-V;W _ (i_5)iog

rf-f + ^)=0; 
i + »-> 1 — s 

d-l<vT(S)<d + S,      d-l<-vT(S)<d-S 

since the first equality in (2.8) is equivalent to F(5,d,i;T(5)) = 0. If {v(z),m;s > 0} 
is a solution of (2.1) satisfying limMtoo v(z) = v- then {d, r, S = s(s2 + 4)'1/2} is a 
solution of (4.6) and v(-m) = vr(S), while if {d,r,5} is a solution of (4.6) then one 
can find a unique function v(z) and a positive number m so that {v(z),m', s = 25(1 - 
S2)""1/2} is a solution of (2.1) subject to the boundary condition lim|z|too v(z) = v-. 

We have the following necessary condition for a solution of (4.6): 

PROPOSITION 3. A solution {d,r,5} of (4.6) satisfies 

(4.7) 0<d<l-^(5)/5,    0<r<l/p   and   0 < S < S.(T) = j1 'f^}1'2.   D 

We study the problem (4.6) first by fixing r e (0,1/p). The following proposition 
implies that there exists a unique branch {(dr(5),5);0 < 5 < 5*(r)} of travelling 
pulses of (SL) in the (d,5)-plane for an arbitrarily fixed r G (0,1/p), and that the 
branch connects the bifurcation point on the 5-axis from travelling front/back waves 
and the static bifurcation point on the d-axis from standing pulses. It also clarifies 
the direction of the bifurcation of travelling pulse from standing pulses. 

PROPOSITION 4. Fix r e (0,1/p). For each S e (0,5*(r)) there exists a unique 
dT = dT(5) such that {dT,T,S} is a solution of (4-6). Moreover, dr(5) satisfies 

(4.8) 5 - t;r(5) < dr(5) < 1 - i;r(5)/5, 
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(4.9) lim   dT(S) = 0   and   Jim   dT'(S) = 1 - (pr)-2 =   lim   d/(S;T), 

(4.10) pr - 1 + dT(0) - dr(0) logdr(0) = 0   and   dT'(0) = 0, 

(«-31ogdr(0))dr
//(0) = 

1       ; dr(0) - dr(0)(l - logdr(0))2(l + 21oge*r(0)) - 3pr(l - r2), 

(4.12) dr"(0)<0 ifT>Tc   while   dT"{0) > 0 ifr < rCj 

tyftere dr(0) = lim54orfr(S'), ^'(0) = limsio dT'(S), dT"(0) = limsio dT
n(S) andTc is 

some constant belonging to (0,1/p). D 

The reaction-diffusion system (RD) becomes bistable if and only if |d| < p — 1. 
When p > 2, dT(S) always satisfies the bistable condition \d\ < p — 1 by (4.8). If 
p < 2, on the other hand, the bistable condition is violated. Actually, we have 

pr = 1 - dT (0) + dT (0) log dT (0)   in the limit of 5 I 0, 

which implies that dr(S) tends to 1 as (r, 5) I (0,0) and dT(S) > p - 1 for small r 
and 5. 

We study (4.6) also by fixing d G (0,1), and obtain the following results similar 
to the case where r G (0,1/p) is fixed: the unique existence of branch {(7d(S), 5); 0 < 
5 < 1} of travelling pulses in the (r, 5)-plane, the connection by the branch between 
the bifurcation point on the 5—axis from travelling front /back waves and the static 
bifurcation point on the r—axis from standing pulses, and the direction of static 
bifurcation from standing pulses. 

PROPOSITION 5. Fix d e (0,1). For each S € (0,1) there exists a unique Td = 
Td{S) such that {d,Td(S),S} is a solution of (4.6). Moreover, it holds that 

(4.13) Umi;rd(s)(S) = l-d   and   Umrd(5) = 0, 

^      %TSV^S) = l   and   lim^(S)V^)= ^1^ 

(4.15) 

f prd(0) - 1 + d - d\ogd = 0,    Td'(0) = 0, 

3pTd"(0) = d - d(l - logd)2(l + 21ogd) - 3prd(0)(l - rd(0)2)    and 

{ Td"(Q) <0ifd<dc   while   T/(0) >0ifd>dc, 

where rd(0) = limsio ^(S), ^'(0) = limsio Td'(5), ^"(0) = limsio Td"(5) and dc G 
(0,1) is the solution of 1 - x + xlogx = prc. Q 

The above two propositions assure the existence of the global branch of travelling 
pulses and show that the branch has at least one turning point when r is fixed in the 
interval (0,rc) or when d is fixed in (dc, 1). The critical value rc is very near to 1/p 
and dc is very near to 0 as shown in Figure 4.1. Actually rc c^ 0.4793 and dc ~ 0.00692 
when p = 2. 

It is still not easy to check the sign of <£/(£) and T/(S) for 5 G (0,1) in the 
rigorous way even for the piecewise-linear nonlinearity (1.3). We will give a conjecture 
on this problem derived from numerical computation of (4.6) in Section 6. 
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FIG. 4.1. Direction of static bifurcation 

5. Stability of travelling pulses. Let {V{z),m]S} be a travelling pulse of 
U.4J, where z = x - st is the moving coordinate. We derive the formal linearized 
eigenvalue problem of (1.4) around {V(z),m;s}. Substituting 

rp-(t) = st-m- 4>_(t),   ijj+(t) = st + m + ^+(t), 
v(t, x) = V(x - st) + w(t, x-st) = V(z) + w(t, z) 

into (1.4), where st - m and st + m denote respectively the left and right interface 
positions of the travelling pulse V{z) and {w{t, z), *-(*), *+(*)} is a perturbation, we 
obtain 

T^rit) = d(V(-m)){-V'(-m)cl>_(t) +w(t,-m)} + h.o.t., 

T~dt{t) = WWWWM) + w(t, m)} + h.o.L, 

(5.1) 

f-m   . foo rm 
+ G_ (V)wZdz + /    G_ (V)wtdz + /     G+ (V )v,Zdz + h.o.t. 

for any ^e Hl{K). 

Here ( ,   ) denotes the usual L2-inner product on R 

v x      dc d 
C{V) = TV^   =Tz> 

G±(V(z)) 
dG± 
dv

l{V(z)) and [G\v{x)=G+(V{z))-G-<y{z)). 

Thus, the eigenvalue problem is given by 

Find A € C, 0_ € C, (/>+ € C, and w e ff^R) such that 

TA^_ = c(F(-m)){-l/'(-m)^_ +«;(-m)}, 

rA^+ = cty(m)){V'(m)<l>+ + «;(m)}, 

(5-2)       A^, i) + («,', f') - (W, 0 = [G]V(_m)a-m)cj>_ + [qv(in)f (m)^+ 

/>~m   . poo rm 
+ /      G_ {V)wZdz +        G- (VMdz + /     G+ (y )^^ 

for any f G /f^R). 
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Clearly, {A = 0,0_ = 1,0+ = —1, w — V'} is a solution of (5.2) corresponding to the 
translation free of the travelling pulse V(z). 

We study the behavior of spectra of (5.2) with the nonlinearity (1.3). We have 

7(-m) = -V(m) = uT(S), 

Vf(-m) = (1 - 5)(1 - S2)-1'2^^) - d + 1), 

(5.3) V'(m) = -(1 + 5)(1 - S2)-1/2(-vr(5) - d + 1), 

c(V(-m)) = c(V(m)) = (-2/p)(r252 + 1 - 52)3/2(l - 52)-3/2, 

G-(V) = G+(V) = -1   and   [G]y(_m) = [G}v{m) = 2, 

where 5 = s(s2 H-4)~1/2 and vT(S) is given by (4.4). Hence, (5.2) becomes 

Find A € C, </>_ G C, </>+ E C, and w £ ^(R) such that 

(5.4) fA0_ = V(-m)(f)- - w(-m),    rA0+ = — V^m)^ - w(ra), 

A^O + K.O-^SO + KO = 2e(-m)0-+2€(m)0+ for any £ € tf1^), 

where f = — T/C(V(—m)). The third equation of (5.4) is equivalent to 

w" + sw' — w = Xw     (z^ ±m), 
(5.5) 

w;/(-m-0)-'u;/(-m4-0) = 20_   and   ^'(ra - 0) - w'(m + 0) = 20+. 

We consider spectra of (5.4) belonging to {C G C; Re C > — !}•  Solving (5.5) with 
respect to w and substituting it into the first two equalities in (5.4), we obtain 

(5.6) 

where K± = ^±(A) are two solutions of the characteristic equation x2 +sx — (1 + A) = 0 
(Re /c_ < 0 < Re «+), and /« = /^(A) = (^4-(A) - «_(A))/2, that is, 

MA) = -5/2 ± (S
2/4 + 1 + A)1/2,    /c±(0) = M± = (-S ± 1)(1 - 52)-1/2, 

(5.7) 
«(A) = («2/4+l + A)1/2   and   /^(O) = (1 - S2)'1/2. 

Of course, (5.6) has a non-trivial solution if and only if 

(5.8) (fA - Vf(-m) + l//c)(fA 4- V'(m) + l/«) - e"4™//*2 = 0, 

which is the equation determining eigenvalues of (5.4). Since {A = 0,0- = 1,0+ = 
—1} is a solution of (5.6) corresponding to the translation of travelling pulse, we know 

(5.9) V'(-m) = (l-e-2m«+(0))/K(0)   and   V'(m) = -(1 - e2mK-^)//c(0). 

By the use of (5.3), (5.7) and (5.9), we have the expression of the width of excited 
region 

^im   o (1 - S2)1/2 ,     d + S-MS) (1-S2)172,     rf-S + t;T(g) 
(5.10) 2m = _^_log—r^—= rT5~-l0S       1-5       ' 
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Let us fix r < l/p. The eigenvalue problem (5.8) is defined on the branch 
{(dr(5),5);0 < S < ^(r)} in (d, 5)-plane, and its solution is continuous on the 
branch. The eigenvalue problem around a standing pulse is given by 

(5.11) {prX/2 - 1 + d + (1 - e-2rnK)/K}{pT\/2 - 1 + d + (1 + e"2™*)//*} = 0 

from (3.4) and (3.5). The problem (5.11) is defined on the d-axis in (d, 5)-plane, and 
its solution is continuous there. The following proposition clarifies the continuity of 
(5.8) and (5.11) at the static bifurcation point of standing pulses. 

PROPOSITION 6. When r < l/p is fixed, the solution of (5.8) tends to that of 
(5.11) with d = dT(0) as S ^ 0. Similarly when d £ (0,1) is fixed, the solution of (5.8) 
tends to that of (5.11) with T = Td(0) as S 10. U 

For studying the behavior of real eigenvalue p of (5.8), we put 

H.(p) =fp- V'(-m) + iMp),    ff+(p) = fp + V'(m) + 1/K(P), 

Ho(p) = e-*m"W/K(j>)2   and   H(p) = H-(p)H+(p) - Ho(p). 

Then, (5.8) is equivalent to H(p) = 0, and we have 

PROPOSITION 7. Put H{p) = —— (p). It holds that 
dp 

(5.13) signH(0) = -signdT'{S) = -signra^S).   D 

A close relation is expected between the sign of H(0) and the existence of positive 
eigenvalue of (5.8). It is easy to show that (5.8) has a positive eigenvalue if i^(0) < 0 
since limp^oo H(p) = oo. We have also get the following partial result in the case of 
H(0) > 0: 

PROPOSITION 8. (1) If ^'(5) > 0 (equivalently if rd
f(S) > 0), then (5.8) has a 

positive eigenvalue and the travelling pulse is unstable. 
(2) (5.8) has no non-negative real eigenvalue except the trivial 0-eigenvalue corre- 
sponding to the translation free of the travelling pulse when 0 < r < l/p is fixed and 
5 is near 5*(T) or when 0 < d < 1 is fixed and S is near 1.     U 

In order to study the sign of real eigenvalues in the case of H(0) > 0 and to track 
the behavior of complex eigenvalues in accordance with 5, we have to solve (5.8) and 
(5.11) numerically. The numerical method and the results will be discussed in Section 
6 as well as a global bifurcation picture of standing and travelling pulses. 

6. Global bifurcation diagram of pulse solutions. The static bifurcation 
point rstatic(d) of a standing pulse of (SL) is a monotone decreasing function ex- 
plicitly given by (3.6). Although we do not have an explicit expression of the Hopf 
bifurcation point rnid), we can calculate rnid) with very high accuracy by using the 
method described in (8) of Appendix. Their graphs shown in Figure 3.1 lead us to 
the conjecture that there exist constants dpeak and ddoubie in the interval (0,1) such 
that 

TH'id) > 0 on (0,dpeak)   and   Ti/(d) < 0 on {dpeak, 1), 

Tstatic(d) on (0, ddoubie)   and   Ttf (d) < rstatic(d) on (ddoubie, !)• TH(d) > rstatic(d) on 
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We thus arrive at the following conjecture, where Tpeak = TffCdpeafc)? Tdoubie = 
Tuiddouble) = Tstatic{ddoubie), and T/f"1 and Tstatic'1 are the inverse functions of 
Tij and Tstatici respectively: 

CONJECTURE 1. (1-1) Ifr > Tpeak, the standing pulse is stable for any d G (0,1). 
(1-2) Fix r e (1 /p, Tpeak)' There exist 0 < di < cfe < 1 such that as d decreases the 
stable standing pulse loses and recovers its stability through the Hopf bifurcations at 
d = dz and d = di, respectively. Here di = di(T) tends to 0 as r ^ 1/p. 
(1-3) Fix T G {Tdoubie-, 1/p)- ^5 ^ decreases, the standing pulse loses its stability first 
through the Hopf bifurcation at d = rff~1(r) and second via the static bifurcation at 
d = Tstatic'1 (T) . 

(1-4) FixT < Tdoubie- As d decreases, the standing pulse loses its stability first through 
the static bifurcation at d = T5ia^c~

1(r) and second via the Hopf bifurcation at d = 
TH-\T). 

(2-1) Fix d G {ddoubieA)- As r decreases, the standing pulse loses its stability first 
through the static bifurcation at r = Tstatic(d) and second via the Hopf bifurcation at 
T = TH{d). 
(2-2) Fix d G {Q,ddoubie)- As r decreases, the standing pulse loses its stability first 
through the Hopf bifurcation at T = r/f(d) and second via the static bifurcation at 
T = Tstatic(d).  a 

The critical number dc appearing in (4.15) is very small as shown in Figure 4.1, 
so that we may suppose dc < ddoubie (equivalently, rc > Tdoubie)- Combining this 
property and Conjecture 1, we obtain 

CONJECTURE 2. A travelling pulse bifurcated from a standing pulse at the static 
bifurcation point is unstable. □ 

The branches {(dT(5), 5); 0 < 5 < 5*(r)} in the (d, S)-plane and {(rd(5), 5); 0 < 
S < 1} in the (r, 5)-plane of travelling pulses can be numerically calculated from (4.6) 
with very high accuracy by using the method explained in (9) of Appendix. We have 
thus obtained the following precise information on the branches (Figure 6.1). 

CONJECTURE 3. (l)IfT> TC is fixed, then dT(S) decreases with increasing S on 
(0,S*(T)). If T < TC is fixed, then the branch has exactly one turning point Qturn(T). 
(2) If d < dc is fixed, then Td(S) decreases with increasing S. If d > dc is fixed, then 
the branch {(rd(5),5);0 < S < 1} has exactly one turning point Pturn(d). □ 

FIG. 6.1. Branches of travelling pulses (r is fixed in (1), (2) and d is fixed in (3), (4)) 

When r < 1/p, stable travelling front and back waves with the same positive 
velocity coexist at d = 0 as stated in Section 3. Both the front wave and the back 
wave have two critical eigenvalues: one is the 0-eigenvalue corresponding to the phase 
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shifts and the other is negative. The travelling pulse bifurcated from the pair of 
coexisting travelling front and back waves inherits their critical eigenvalues. Actually 
it has four critical eigenvalues, one trivial O-eigenvalue and three negative eigenvalues 
as proved in [8] and [9]. Each standing pulse also has four critical eigenvalues as 
stated in Section 3. These together with Propositions 6 lead us to the conjecture that 
(5.8) also has four critical eigenvalues. Based on this conjecture, we have calculated 
solutions of (5.8) by the high-accuracy method discussed in (10) of Appendix, and 
have obtained the following numerical evidence. 

->   T 0.5 

(1)T: fixed 

>   d        1.0 
(2) d: fixed 

FlG. 6.2. The Hopf bifurcation point and turning point on the branch of travelling pulses 
(p = 2). The solid lines express the S-component (S = s(s2 -f 4)_1/2

/), and the dotted lines show 
the d-component in (1) and the r-component in (2), respectively. 

CONJECTURE 4. (1) The branch {(dr(S),5);0 < S < 5*(r)} of travelling pulses 
contains no point where (5.8) has a non-trivial O-eigenvalue if r > rc while Qtumij) 
is the unique point on the branch where (5.8) has a non-trivial O-eigenvalue if r < rc. 
The branch contains exactly one Hopf bifurcation point Qnopf^") if T > Tdoubie while 
it has no Hopf bifurcation point if r < Tdoubie • 
(2) The branch {(rd(5), 5); 0 < 5 < 1} contains no point where (5.8) has a non-trivial 
O-eigenvalue if d < dc while Pturn(d) is the unique point on the branch where (5.8) has 
a non-trivial O-eigenvalue if d > dc. The branch contains exactly one Hopf bifurcation 
point Pnopfid) if d < ddoubie while it has no Hop} bifurcation point if d > ddouble- E 

The travelling pulse bifurcated from the coexisting travelling front and back waves 
is stable as proved in [8] and [9]. Hence, if the 5-component of QHopf(i~) is greater 
than that of Qturnir), that is, if the Hopf bifurcation first occurs when d increases, 
there is a possibility that a stable travelling breather bifurcates from the travelling 
pulse. If the order is reversed, on the other hand, no stable solution can arise from 
the Hopf bifurcation point. In this sense, the estimate of the order of 5-components 
of QHopfij) and Qturn(T) is crucial for the justification of stable travelling breather. 
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Figure 6.2 compares S-components of Qtfop/M and Qtumij) and those of Puopfid) 
and Pturn{d), which are numerically calculated for p = 1/2 by the method stated in 
(10) of Appendix. We thus arrive at the following conjecture. 

CONJECTURE 5. (1) Ifr < 1/p is fixed near 1/p, then a stable travelling breather 
bifurcates from the travelling pulse at Qnopfir) when d increases. 
(2) Ifde (0,1) is fixed near 0, then a stable travelling breather bifurcates from the 
travelling pulse at Pnopfid) when r increases. □ 

7. Concluding remarks. The bifurcation pictures of standing and travelling 
pulses of (RD) becomes clearer when we draw them by fixing r > 0 and adopting d 
as a bifurcation parameter. We here explain the conjecture of bifurcation pictures in 
the (d,s)-plane drawn in Figure 1.6. 

Fix a sufficiently small e > 0. There exists T^ > 0 such that (RD) has no 
travelling pulse with non-zero velocity if r > r0%9 is fixed while (RD) has a unique 
branch {(d*(s),s);0< a < a.} of travelling pulses in the (d,s)-plane if r < r^ is 
fixed (lim£4.o T0

e
r = 1/p). Moreover, the bifurcation picture of standing and travelling 

pulses changes as follows depending on the value of fixed r > 0. 
(1) All standing pulses are stable if r > T*eak = maxd6(o,i) Te

H(d). 
(2) There appears a pair of the Hopf bifurcation points HL and H(

+ on the branch of 
standing pulses at r = r^afc, and HL tends to the origin while H€

+ tends to Qe
H(Te

org) 
as r I T€

org. The case r = r0
£
rfl is the organizing center of the bifurcation diagram. 

Except Q°H{Tlrg), all other critical points shrink up into the origin at r = Tlrg. 

(3) When r becomes below T0%fl, Qf
stat»cM arises from the oriSin and a branch of 

travelling pulses appears also in a neighborhood of the origin. A travelling pulse 
bifurcates super-critically from <&„«» and it recovers its stability at the Hopf 
bifurcation point Q^p/r) on the branch of travelling pulses. 
(4) The direction of pitchfork bifurcation changes at r = rc

e. The branch of trav- 
elling pulses contains a turning point Q|urn(r) when r < TC*. The travelling pulse 
arising sub-critically from Qe

static(r) recovers the stability first at Ql^Jr) and then 
at Q^AT) for r € (r|,op/,rc

e), where TJ,op/ is the r-component of P£op/(<W)- 
(5) The bifurcation diagram for r € (rjotl6(e,T|,op/) is similar to the case (4) except 

the order between <5Lrn(r) and Qffop/C1")' where Tdoubu = T
H(^douWe)^ As r + TdoubU' 

QHO /(r) approaches to the bifurcation point Q%taUciTdoubie) = QH^doubu)- 
(6) The order between Q^(r) and Qe

static(r) is reversed at r = rJouWe. A travelling 
pulse arises sub-critically from QStoHc(r) and it recovers the stability at Q\urn{T). 
Both Q^(T) and Q^atic(r) tend to (1,0) as r i 0, and limTio QLrn(^) = (1.cc')- 

We studied the global bifurcation diagram of standing and travelling pulses of 
some bistable reaction-diffusion systems, and succeeded in showing the Hopf bifurca- 
tion of travelling pulses. We showed also that a stable travelling breather can come 
into view only when the nonlinearity is close to the odd symmetry. In order to com- 
plete the existence of unique branch of travelling pulses and in order to investigate 
the stability of travelling pulses along the branch, we assumed the piecewise-hnear 
nonlinearity (1.3) and we sought the help of numerical computations of solutions of 
transcendental equations. Nevertheless, our results are expected to be valid to a wide 
class of nonlinearities satisfying the conditions (A1)~(A4) since a variety of numerical 
evidences support the story of the advent of travelling breather from travelling pulses 
via the Hopf bifurcation, the typical example displayed in Figures 1.1 and 1.2 among 

others. 
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As shown in Figure 1.6 a stable travelling breather bifurcates from Q6
Hopf when 

r € (THopfiTlrg) is fixed and d is increased. What is the stability of travelling breather 
for much larger d ? Aoki [1] has studied this problem by numerically solving the 
evolution systems and has shown that the travelling breather is destabilized by a 
saddle-node bifurcation when d arrives at another critical value. The destabilization 
by saddle-node bifurcation is also proved for a layer-oscillating propagating pulse 
solution of an ODE model reduced from (1.4) in the forthcoming paper [17]. 

We close the present paper by noting the possibility of another origin of travelling 
breather. When r = Tjon6fe is fixed and d is decreased, the standing pulse loses its sta- 
bility by the Hopf and static bifurcation at the same d — dc

H(T^ouble) = d€
H(T^ouble). 

That is, the bifurcation of codimension 2 occurs there. Complicated behaviors of 
solutions are expected around the codimension 2 bifurcation point in general. As 
reported in [1], rather simple and beautiful travelling breathers can appear near the 
point where both symmetric in-phase mode and asymmetric travelling mode bifur- 
cate from the standing pulse. The codimension 2 bifurcation point is far away from 
the curve {QHopf(T)iT ^ (THopfiTorg)} consisting of the Hopf bifurcation points of 
travelling pulses in the parameter space {(r, d);r > 0,d G (0,1)}. The connection by 
a sheet of travelling breathers between the codimension 2 bifurcation point and the 
curve {QHOPfir)} in the parameter space is carefully studied in [1] by numerically 
solving the evolution systems. At the present stage, however, the problem is still open 
and any numerical evidence is not yet proposed. 

8. Appendix. This appendix states precise assumptions on the nonlinearity 
{/,<7}, gives the proofs of propositions asserted in Sections 4 and 5 and describes the 
methods of numerical calculations referred in Section 6. 

(1) Assumptions on the nonlinearity The results in Section 3 hold for a wider 
class of nonlinearities satisfying less restrictive assumptions, however, we impose the 
following conditions on {/,#} throughout the present paper for the brevity. 
(Al) The nullcline of / is S-shaped and consists of three continuous curves u = 
h-(v), u = /io(^) and u = h+(v) defined on the intervals (vmin^oo)^ (vmin^max) 
and (—oo,vmax), respectively.   The inequalities h-(v)  < ho(v) < h+(v) hold on 
{VmimVmax)' 

(A2) J(v) = fh*fy f(s,v)ds has an isolated zero at v = v* G (vmin,vmax) and 

&(«*)< o. 
(A3) The nullcline of g intersects with each of three parts of the nullcline of / at 
(u-,V-), (uo,vo) and (M+,I;+), respectively, and V- < v* < v+. 
(A4) fv(u,v) < 0,gu(u,v) > 0 amd gv(u,v) < OonR2, fu(h-(v),v) < 0 on [vmin,oo), 
fu(h+(v),v) < 0 on (-oo,vmaa.], £;g(h-(v),v) < 0 on [vmin,oo) and ^(/i+(v),v) < 
0 on (-oo,vmox]. 

(2) Proof of Proposition 3 Assume {d,r,5} to be a solution of (4.6). The 
estimate d < 1 follows immediately from d - 1 < vT(S) and d - 1 < -vT(S) in (4.6). 
The inequalities d - 1< i;T(5) < d + S and d - 1 < -vT (5) < d - S yield that 

0<(d + 5-t;r(5))/(H-5)<l   and   0 < (d- S + vT(S))/(l - S) < 1. 

These together with F(S, d, vT(S)) = 0 lead to 

0 < (d - 5 4- Vr(S))/(l - S) < (d + S - vT(S))/0- + 5) < 1, 
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which implies d < 1 - vT(S)/S. Thus, the proof is completed since 1 - Vr{S)/S > 0 
is equivalent to (1 - r2)52 < 1 - p2r2. D 

(3) Proof of Proposition 4 The inequalities 0 < r < l/p and 0 < 5 < 5*(T) lead 
to S > vT(S) > 0. The argument d of F(S,d,vT(S)) can move only on the interval 
(S - Vr(S),r](S)) by (4.7), where ij(S) = 1 - vT(S)/S. It is clear that 

(8.1) Um     F(S,d,vT(S)) = +co, 

(8.2) F(S,r1(S),Vr(S)) = 251og77(5) < 0. 

Now, the unique existence of solution and the property (4.8) follows from the facts 

that 

(ft <*   ®Z(S dv)- ^ 1~5
/^ < 0   for 5 - vT(S) <d< 77(5). (8.3) dd^,d,vT)- d+s_vAS)     d_s+Ur{5) 

The first property of (4.9) follows immediately from (4.8). Let us show the second 
property. Putting dT(S) = ^S^S) by (4.8), where S(S) e (5,1), and substituting 
this into F{S,d(S),vT(S)) = 0, we obtain 

(8.4) {i + 5)log^I^-(l-5)log^^ + 251ogJ?(5)=0. 

As 5 tends to 5*(T), the first term on the left-hand side of (8.4) is bounded and the 
third term tends to -oo. Hence, limsts,(T)log(<5(5) - 5)/(l - 5) = -oo. We thus 

know 

lim   5(S) = S.(T)   and      lim   5^(5)/dT(5) = 1. 
StS.(r)    V    ; 5tS.(r) 

The differentiation of F(S,dT(S),vT(S)) = 0 by 5 leads to 

,      dT + S-vT      .      dT-S + VT      n 1 + 5       (i I  ,-, _., l\ 

f8,/
os   i+5   +los-r^5—2+d7+s^rridT+1 VT) 

(8-5) -A ^-l   (^-1 + 0 = 0, 

where dT = dT(S), dT' = dr'tf), vr = vT(S) and v^ = vT'(S). Multiplying (8.5) by 
dT - S H- vT, we obtain 

(8'6) ^f^^^^i^r'1-"^0- 1 + STi/dT 1 + 5r?/dT 

where JJ = 7/(5). Now, by the use of limsts.(r) Sr](S)/dr{S) = 1 and the fact 

0<dT-S + vT <dT + S-vT ^0   as   S j S.(T), 

which follows from (4.8), we succeed to show 

(8 7) lim   dT'(S) = 1-   Mm   vT'(S) = 1 - (pr)"2. 
K       ' StS.(r) StS.(r) 
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This together with (3.2) completes the proof of the second property of (4.9). 
We next turn to the properties (4.10) - (4.12) of dT{S) in the limit S I 0. Using 

(8.8)       \imr](S) = 1 -pr,    limr]
,(S) = 0   and    ^"(S) = ~pr(l - r2), 

we prove the key property dT(S) = 0(1) around 5 = 0. Fix a small positive constant 
S so that 1/5 + log 5 + log(l - pr) - 1 > 0. It holds that 

F(S,6T,(S),VT(S)) = (1 + 5)log£±! - (1 - S)log^| + 2Slog!rtS) 

= log j^ + S log(5 + S)(S-S) + 25 log 77(5) 

-(1 + 5) log(l + 5) + (1 - 5) log(l - 5) 

= S-0(6,3), 

G(<J, 5) = - log ^—- + log ^—- + 2 log»7(5) - 2 + 0(52)   around 5 = 0. 

Since G(S, 5) tends to 2{1/S + log S + log(l - pr) - 1} > 0 as 5 4.0 by (8.8), we know 
F(S,ST](S),VT(S)) = S-0(6,3) > 0 for small 5 > 0. This together with (8.3) leads to 
dT(S) > 6rj(S) > 6(1-PT)/2 > 0 near 5 = 0. We thus obtain dT(S) = 0(1) around 
5 = 0. 

Because ofSri(S)/dT(S) = O(S) around 5 = 0 we can rewrite F(S, d(S),vT(S)) = 
0 as 

0= (1 + 5) log Ul + Wdr)  _{1_s) ^ dT(1 - Sft/dr) 
1 -r o 1 — S 

= 2SlogdT - (1 + 5) log(l + 5) + (1 - 5) log(l - 5) 

+ (1 + 5) log(l + Sri/dr) - (1 - 5) log(l - Sv/dr) 

= 25(logdr - 1 + r,/dT) + 53C + 0(54) 

around 5 = 0, where dT = dT(S), rj = r)(S) and C = C(S) = {1 - 3(r?/dr)
2 + 

2('?/^r)3}/3. Multiplying the above equality by 1/25, we obtain 

(8.9) 0 = logdr-l + 77/dT + 52C/2 + O(53)   around   5 = 0, 

which and (8.8) imply the first equality of (4.10). The differentiation of (8.9) yields 

(8.10) 0 = dT'/dT + T)'/dT-r)dT'/d2
T + S( + O(S2)   around   5 = 0, 

where dT' = dT'(S) and 77' = ?/(5). We thus obtain (4.10) with the aid of (8.8). 
Differentiating (8.10) again and taking the limit 5 4- 0, we have 

(8.11) dT(0)dT"(0) + drWiO) - v(0)dT"(0) + dT(0)2a0) = 0 

where 77(0) = IimsWq(5), 17" (0) = lims+o??"^) and £(0) = lims^ftS).   We now 
obtain (4.11) from (8.11) with the aid of (4.10) and (8.8). 

Put q(x) =1- x + x log x and 

r(x) =x-x(l- logx)2(l + 2\ogx) - 3q(x)(l - q(x)2/p2)    for x e (0,1). 
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Then ^"(O) has the same sign as r(dT(0)). Since lim^o r{x) = -3(1 - l/p2) < 0 and 
limx^i r(x) = 0, it suffices for the proof of (4.12) to show that there exists a unique 
xc e (0,1) satisfying r^x) > 0 if x < xc and r'fa) < 0 if x > xc. It holds that qf(x) = 
logx < 0 and rf(x) = ro(x)loga;, where ro(a;) = 3(l + 3^(a:)2/p2)-31oga;-2(logx)2. 
Let a = e^, where /3 is the smaller solution of 3 — 3a; — 2a:2 = 0. Then, if x < a then 

xro'(x) = (18/p2)a;(l — a: + x log a:) log x — 3 — 4 log a: 

> 18a;(l-a:)logar-3-41oga;   >   -(4 - 18a(l - a)) log a; - 3   >   0, 

and if x > a then ro(x) > 3 - 3 log a; — 2(log a;)2 > 0, which implies the unique 
existence of xc G (0, a). D 

(4) Proof of Proposition 5 When 5 G (0,1) is fixed, vT(S) increases with r and 
its infimum and supremum are 0 and p, respectively. Because of the bistable condition 
p > 1 — d, the infimum Vinf and supremum vSUp of the argument v of F(5, d, v) in 
(4.6) are given respectively by 

Vinf = max{0, S - d}   and   iiSUp = min{l - d, d + 5}. 

Since F(S,d,v) decreases with increasing v, it suffices for the proof of the unique 
existence of solution to show 

(8.12) lim F(5,d,^)>0   and     lim  F(S,d,t;)<0. 

Assume Vinf = 0. Then, we have 

lim F(S, d, v) = (l + S) log ^±| - (1 - S) log ^|, 
viVinf i + O i — O 

which is a monotone decreasing function of d G (5,1) tending 0 as d t 1- Hence 
limviVinf F(S,d,v) > 0. Moreover, if Vinf = 5 - d then lim^^ F(S,d,v) = oo. 
We thus obtain the first assertion of (8.12). The second assertion is obtained also by 
noting that 

lim  J'(5>d,t;) = (l + 5)log     .  ,  g      <0   if   vsup = 1 - d 

and limv^Vaup F(5,d, v) = -oo if Vsup = d+ S. 
The property (4.13) follows immediately from the facts 

S-d<vTd{s)(S)<l-d   and   r^^'^I^l^^^}^. 

Put vTd(s)(S) = S - d +17(5). Clearly, 0 < r){S) < 1 - 5 and rj{S) tends to 0 as 
S 11 by (4.13). Substituting the above vTd(s){S) into (4.6), we have 

(8.13) (i + S) log ^^ = (1-5)^^, 

where rj = IJ(5). Since the left-hand side of (8.13) tends to 2 logd as 5 11, r](S)/{l-S) 
tends to 0 as 5 11- Differentiating (8.13) by S and using (8.13) again, we obtain 

.,_. 2d -rj 2d-7] 1     _ 77 

^(s) = - sTTTT^i+ ^TTT^ii • TTsIog r 5 + (l-5)^     5 + (l-5)f   l + S   6l-5' 
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which tends to 0 as 5 11. We thus obtain (4.14). We omit the proof of (4.15) since 
it is obtained by applying a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 4. D 

(5) Proof of Proposition 6 We first consider the case where r is fixed. Choose 
d € (0,1) so that Tatatic(d) = r. When S is sent to 0, dr(S) tends to d, c(V(-m)) to 
-2/p, both V'(-m) and -V'(m) to 1 - d by (5.3), K to (1 + A)1^ by (5.7) and 2m 
to -logd by (5.10). Similarly, when d is fixed and 5 is sent to 0, rd(5), ^(^(-m)), 
both V'(-m) and -F'(m), K and 2m tend to Tstatic(d), -2/p, 1 - d, (1 + X)1/2 and 
- logd, respectively. We thus know that (5.8) tends to (5.11) as S I 0, and complete 
the proof. D 

(6) Proof of Proposition 7    It follows from (5.3), (5.7), (5.9) and (5.12) that 

2K(0)3f = PT(T
2
S

2
 + 1 - S2)-3/2 = 1^(5), 

(8-14) K(0)ff_(0) = 1 - K(0)V'(-m) = e-2m«+(o) = (d + s _ UT(5))/(1 + 5)) 

K{0)H+{Q) = 1 + «(0)V"(m) = e2mK-(0) = {d - S + i;r(5))/(l - 5). 

Using k = dn/dp = 1/(2K), we obtain 

tf (p) = (f - K(p)-3/2)(H-(p) + H+(p)) + K(p)-2(1 + 2mK(p))H0(p). 

The substitution of p = 0 into the above yields 

(8.15)        2K
4
^(0) = (2K3f - 1)(KH- + KH+) + 2(1 + 2mK)(«ff-)(KF+) 

with the aid of ^(O) = #_(0)#+(0), where K = K(0) and iJ± = ^±(0). The above 
equality (8.15) is rewritten as 

(8-16)   lUT^ = (^(5) - l)(^- + ^) + 2 - log^_ - logKH+ 

by the use of (8.14). By using (8.14) again, we can rewrite (8.5) as 

(8.17) *H-dv
KH+    T     ! ! 

:=(a#(5)-1)(^: + ^) + 2-10s^--los^- 
Fix d e (0,1) and put r = Td(S) in (4.6). Differentiating the resulting equality by 5, 
we get 

(8-18)  ~~d^(S^~^H~ + ^JT^'^ = the same as the right-hand side of (8.17). 

All the right-hand sides of (8.16), (8.17) and (8.18) are the same. The coefficient of 
H(0) is positive while those of ^/(S) and Td'(S) are negative. We thus complete the 
proof. D 

(7) Proof of Proposition 8     (1) Clearly limptoo H(p) = oo.  Since H(0) < 0 by 
Proposition 7, the equation H(p) = 0 has a positive solution and (5.8) has a positive 
eigenvalue. 
(2) From the equality k = I/{2K) > 0, we have dHo/dp(p) < 0 for any p > -1. 
Moreover, dH-/dp = dH^/dp = f- K-2k = f- K-

S
/2 and r - K,-

3
/2 increases with 
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p. Hence, if f — tt(0)~3/2 > 0 then (5.4) has no non-negative real eigenvalue except 
the O-eigenvalue corresponding to the translation invariance. By (5.3) and (5.7), the 
condition f — K(0)~

3
/2 > 0 is equivalent to 

(8.19) PT>(T
2
S

2
 + 1-S

2
)
3
/

2
. 

Since the right-hand side of (8.19) tends to (pr)3 when r < l/p is fixed and 5 t S*(T), 

(8.19) is satisfied. When d is fixed, r = rd{S) = 0((1 - S)1/2) around 5 = 1 by (4.13) 
and (4.14). Hence, the left-hand side of (8.19) is of 0((1 - S)1/2) while the right-hand 
side is of 0((1 - S)3/2) around 5 = 1, and (8.19) is satisfied. D 

(8) How to calculate the Hopf bifurcation point of standing pulse      Put 
K, = a + if3 (a <E R, 0 G R and i = y/-l) in (3.5). Then A = a2 - p2 - l + 2iaf3. The 
Hopf bifurcation point TH{d) is determined so that (3.5) has a pair of pure imaginary 
solutions, and in this case (3.5) is split into the following real and imaginary parts: 

(8.20) 0 = 1 - d - {a + e-2ma(acos2m/J - /3sin2m/3)}/(a2 + /32), 

(8.21) paprnid) = {/? + e-2ma(/?cos2ra/? + asin2ra/?)}/(a2 +/?2), 

where /? = /?(a) = (a2 — 1)1//2. Lemma 3.11 in [10] for a class of more general non- 
linearities pointed out that the right-hand side of (8.20) increases with a. Moreover, 
the right-hand side of (8.20) tends to —2d < 0 (resp. 1 — d>0)asa:4,l (resp. 
a t oo). Hence, we can calculate the solution a of (8.20) by the bisection method and 
get Tjj(d) from (8.21). 

(9) How to calculate the branch of travelling pulses As stated in the proof 
of Proposition 4, dT (5) is a unique zero-point of the monotone decreasing function 
F(S,d,vr(S)) of d. Hence we can calculate dT(S) by the bisection method. The 
turning point Qturn(T) is, if exists, calculated by applying the bisection method to d/ 
expressed as (8.5). Since Td{S) is also a unique zero-point of the monotone decreasing 
function F(S,d,vT(S)) of r as described in the proof of Proposition 5, Td(S) can be 
calculated by the bisection method. 

(10) How to calculate eigenvalues along the branch of travelling pulses 
We denote by i/(A; 5, r) the function defined by the left-hand side of (5.8), and the 
0-eigenvalue corresponding to phase shifts by AQ. We explain the method in the case 
where r is fixed. 

Real eigenvalues A are real roots of (5.8). We began with the observation of 
graphs of if (A; 5, r), which are classified into five typical patterns as shown in Figure 
8.1. There seems to exist a constant SCompiex such that (5.8) has four simple real 
roots Ai < A2 < A3 < AQ for 5 > Scompiex (the case (1) of Figure 8.1) , two simple 
real roots Ai < Ao and one double root A2 = A3 for S = Scompiex (the case (2)), two 
real roots Ai, Ao and one pair of complex conjugate roots for 5 < SC07npiex (the cases 
(3) ~ (5)). When 5 is near 5*(T), the graph is like (1) and (5.8) has four real roots 
Ai < A2 < A3 < AQ. As 5 t ^(r) both Ai and A2 tend to the same negative number 
and A3 to 0 from the below. When the branch of travelling pulses has a turning point 
Qturnii"), the graph changes its shape like (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) in the order as 
5 decreases, and Ai tends to 0 from the above as 5 I 0. When the branch has no 
turning point, the shape changes like (1), (2) and (3) in the order as 5 decreases, and 
Ai tends to 0 from the below as S I 0. 

If we find some So such that iJ(A;5o,r) = 0 has four simple roots and initial 
values po, Pi, P2 and p^ satisfying — 1 < po < Ai < pi < A2 < P2 < A3 < ps < AQ for 
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H(X; S, x) A 
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FIG. 8.1. Typical graphs of H(X; S, r) for several S 

its unknown roots Ai, A2 and A3, then the roots are estimated by the bisection method. 
Moreover, once we get nice approximated roots Ai, A2 and A3 of H(X] So,r) = 0, then 
(Ai — l)/2, (Ai + A2)/27 (A2 H- A3)/2 and A3/2 become excellent initial values in order 
to find the roots of iJ(A; 5, r) = 0 for S belonging to a neighborhood of SQ. 

We next proceed to complex eigenvalues. We have effectively calculated them 
based on the continuity of (5.8) and (5.11) at the static bifurcation point of standing 
pulses. Putting K = K(X) = a + if) (a £ R, /? E R and i = y/-l), we split each 
of (5.8) and (5.11) into the real and imaginary parts. We thus obtain a system of 
transcendental equations with respect to a and /?, say, Htp(a,P;S,r) = 0 from (5.8) 
and Hsp(a, ft; rf, r) = 0 from (5.11). Giving an approximated solution do of TH(d) = r, 
we calculate the solution (Tjy(do),aimj,,&mp) of (8.20) and (8.21) with d = do, where 
atmp > 1 and fymp = (atmp * 1)1//2- After these steps we get the solution (ao,A)) 
of Hsp(a,(3',do,T) — 0 by using Newton's method and adopting (atmp,Ptmp) as an 
initial value. Let dj = do +j(dT(0) - do)/M (j = 1, • • •, Af) and 0 = So < Si < • • • < 
SJV < S*(T), where M and N are positive integers. Newton's method with the initial 
value (aj-i,Pj-i) gives the solution (aj,(3j) of HSp(a,P;dj,T) = 0 iteratively for 
j = 1, • • •, M. Then, ((XMIPM) satisfies also Htp(a, /?; 0, r) = 0, which is equivalent to 
HSp(a,l3;dT(0),T) = 0 since (5.8) and (5.11) are continuous at the static bifurcation 
point of standing pulses. The successive application of Newton's method with initial 
value (aM+jfe-i^M+ife-i) yields the solution (aM+k,pM+k) oi Htp(a,/3]Sk,r) = 0 

Let (a(S),/3(S)) be the solution of Htp{a,(5',S,T) = 0. Then this pair satisfies 
a(S)2 - /3(S)2 - 1 = 0 at the Hopf bifurcation point QHopf(i~)- Hence, S-component 
of QHopfij) is calculated by applying the bisection method to a(S)2 - /?(S)2 -1 = 0. 
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